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Read and understand all instructions, and operate in strict accordance with the instructions.

Please ask the installation personnel to assemble the mobile frame and at least two professionals to install the TV.

Do not install the mobile cart near the place with plenty of water or high humidity.

Do not modify or change the installed parts without permission.

After installation, do not hang heavy objects on the product or make the product collide violently.

Do not install the mobile cart in a place where it is easy to shake or fall.
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Do not install the mobile cart in the place with direct sunlight or other strong light.

The company shall not be responsible for any injury or loss caused by improper installation and operation.
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Do not install the mobile cart near the vent.
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 Note: if the installed TV exceeds the rated load, personal injury may be caused.

Once the product is damaged, it is not allowed to continue to use, or the consequences will be borne by itself.
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Be careful with your hands. No stampede The weight of countertop 
shall not exceed 15kg

NO 图示Diagrammatic 
presentation

Designation
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Fixed on the main body,
Please remove C before installation

Fixed on vertical bar (B),
Please remove d before installation

Fixed on screw M10x80 (C),
Please remove E before installation
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Battery type：LR23A   12V
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Parts

Quantity Remarks column

Main Boby

Foot

Vertical bar
         

Screw 
          

Screw 
          

Washer
    

 Remote  control
    (Battery free)

Wrench
    

Self sealing bag

Screw 
          

Extended 
supporter
       

Non standard matching

Non standard matching

Safety instructions
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TV hole spacing：H:100/200/300/400/500/600mm
                                    V:200/400/600mm

Installing the foot
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TV
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31 The vertical bar is inserted into the 
hole from above,If you can't insert it,
You can move a hole left or right

2 Buckle the anti disengaging hook and
 pull it out by handCheck the TV and 
make sure the hook is in place.

3 Screw D locked
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500mm 340mm

A

First remove the screw C indicated 
by the arrowAnd washer E，There
 are 4 left and right.

B

Please remove the screw D indicated by the arrow first

X4

M5X21 M6X30 M8X20

X4 X4X4

M5X30

B X4

M6X23

D
M8X30

X4E F GX4

M6X12

C

X4J                                            
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According to the actual situation of TV screw hole, 
select the appropriate screw.

D

The direction of the feet can't be wrong

TV installation sequence

TV removal sequence

1.Remove screw D (      ) 
2.Pull off the anti disengaging hook(    )
3.Lift the TV from the bottom up,
Pull the vertical bar (      ) out of the hole
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Front side

Front Back

Wired remote 
control

Washer 8mm 
thick

Washer 4mm 
thick

Install TV

Caution
Screw D must be locked tightly, 
otherwise the TV may fall down.
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B
600mm~800mm

1. After the position is fixed, please lock the wheel 
      to prevent the mobile frame from moving.

2. Please release the brake before moving,
      otherwise it will shake when moving.
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0-90°
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Caution Don't pull out the plug when the cart is working, 

or the remote control will show an error message. 

If the remote control displays an error  message “ER1" or “ER2" during the lifting process,

       Press            (                                                         )  untill“res”shows up.

       Kee pressing              (                                                )  and release  it after 1or 2 seconds,

       cart  will move down 1cm.

       Repeat step       .

       Cart will be restored when it moves down to the bottom.
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Caster with brake

Remote  control Wired remote control

-Flip forward

-Flip back

-Move up

-Move down

“S+1”:Record current height,
when you press“1”，
the cart will restore to this height.
“S+2”:Record current height,
when you press“2”，
the cart will restore to this height.

-Move up

-Move down

-Flip forward

-Flip back

All four buttons are freeEvery 
time you press it, you'll keep 
moving,And press any key, 
it will standStop moving

When the horizontal direction required by  vertical bars (B) is from 600 mm to 800mm
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Wired remote control

Wired remote control



45kg

0°90°

80kg

770mm-1420mm

40"-70"(16:9 wide screen)

120kg
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LR23A   12V

Flippable  Electrical   Mobile  Cart

Product information

Model

Net Weight

Maximum  Load
 (Lift up/down)

Flip  Angle

Maximum  Load(Flip)

Height  Adjustment

Applicable TV Size

Battery Type
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